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ABSTRACT 

 

Our resource, titled, ‘Project Protect’, is a project that aims to educate and raise              

awareness to Singaporeans about the increasing number of abandoned pets in           

Singapore. Our package consists of a website, video and several posters. In our video,              

there is information from a staff member of The Society for Prevention of Cruelty to               

Animals (SPCA) which allow users to have a better insight about this issue. Our website               

features background information of the pet abandonment situation in Singapore for a            

better understanding. We sourced from the SPCA website and various animal cruelty            

websites to find the clearest details about the procedures that should be taken when              

encountering such pets on the streets. It includes the animal emergency hotlines and             

ways to identify an abandoned pet. Our website also includes tips and guides for users               

who are considering to get a pet for them to take a second thought before owning a pet.                  

Our posters include simplified details and guides when encountering abandoned pets. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Rationale 

 

We chose to create such a resource due to the increasing and overwhelming             

number of abandoned pets in Singapore. There can be many abandoned pets along the              

streets or even void deck of flats seen and this affects themselves and their              

surroundings. Many Singaporeans are not aware of this issue and oblivious about what             

to do when encountering an abandoned pet. Many pet owners also do not know about               
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the precautions needed to be taken before owning a pet, resulting in abandonment             

because of their irresponsibility.  

1.2 Objectives  

 

Our objectives specifically were to: 

 

1. Spread awareness about abandoned pets in Singapore 

2. Help to educate our target audience on: 

● Appropriate procedures to be taken when encountering an abandoned pet 

● The precautions before owning a pet 

3. Assist SPCA in increasing the number of pets being brought in 

1.3 Target Audience 

 

Our target audience is Secondary 1 to 4 students as they are at an appropriate age 

where they are able to understand and learn about endangered animals. However, our 

resources can be feasibly used by any age groups.  

 

1.4 Resources 

 

The resource created is a website with information sourced from pet abandoned            

websites and SPCA. It includes detailed actions that should be taken when            

encountering an abandoned pet. There are also tips and guides for people who plan to               

own a pet in the future. We also created 3 posters and an interview video with an SPCA                  

staff member, Ee Rong showing valuable information like what SPCA do, what to do              

when we come across an abandoned pet and what to consider before buying a pet. 
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2 REVIEW 

We looked through various pet abandoned websites like the SPCA’s website and found 

that they gave too many details and that it would be very complicated for teenagers to 

understand. The instructions on the SPCA website are too wordy and cannot be 

conveniently read and understood. SPCA also do not get much publicity from external 

media and their main forms of publications are through social media websites, 

education through events and interviews. Hence our resources aim to help improve the 

outreach of SPCA. 

 

 

3 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Needs Analysis 

 

A needs analysis was conducted with 51 respondents to ascertain the relevance            

of our project. Firstly, a survey was conducted to see if people see abandoned pets on                

the streets often and if they know what to do when they want to disown their pet. The                  

feedback confirmed the need for such a resource as we could see it shows that SPCA                

is not taking in enough animals and that Singaporeans are oblivious clueless about             

what to do when disowning their pets.  
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3.2 Survey Results 
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3.3 Development of Resources  

Firstly, we visited the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals twice to observe 

the pets and the ongoings there. We also consulted and interviewed an SPCA staff 

member Ee Rong, who gave us insights into the SPCA and also more about the 

government’s actions on abandoned pets.  

 

Secondly, we sourced various Singapore pet abandonment websites including SPCA’s 

to collate information about abandoned pets in Singapore. We also provide detailed 

procedures on handling abandoned pets when encountering one. We also used video 

clips from the interview for our video.  

 

Lastly, we often consulted our mentor in order to get her approval on the various 

resources we were making. We listened to her advice and added some of our own 

knowledge into the resources. 
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3.4 Pilot test 

The pilot test was administered to teenagers aged 13-16 years old. We conducted a              

survey to see whether our website is useful for them. First, they viewed and browsed               
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through our website. Then, questions regarding our project were asked and many of             

them were able to answer our questions correctly, showing that our resource was             

useful.  
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Generally, most of the feedback was positive even though there were some suggestions             

for improvements which we gladly took open-mindedly. Many people also          

acknowledged the quality of our website saying that it was really helpful as they learnt               

much information that was never taught by the school or their parents. They also              

claimed that it was convenient as all the detailed and important information are collated              

into one website. This was crucial as the people playing were from our target age group,                

this was important as the objective of our project was to allow students to easily               

understand the issue of pet abandonment in Singapore, we were able to achieve this.  

 

 

4 OUTCOME & DISCUSSION 

When we obtained positive feedback for our pilot test, we made a decision to improve 

the quality of our information and our website. We also added our video which gives our 

audience a clearer insight into the pet abandonment issue in Singapore from the 

perspective of an SPCA staff member. We then decided to add more posters to add 

enrich our target audience with more information about abandoned pets and the SPCA. 

 

5 CONCLUSION 

To summarize, Project Protect is definitely a fun yet challenging project that we had               

embarked on. The project is very eye-opening as it allows us to also understand more               

about abandoned pets as we ourselves were not very knowledgeable about. The project             

is challenging as we must put in many hours of work, find time to meet up, and                 
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sometimes we get stuck and are not sure how to proceed and move forward. A               

significant challenge faced when embarking on this project was the scheduling of the             

interview with staff of SPCA, Ee Rong. At first, we were scheduled to meet on a                

particular date at the start of the June holidays, but she did not make it due to medical                  

reasons, and she did not inform us prior to that. Even though it was a setback for us as                   

we could not get an interview that day, we still made use of that time wisely and walked                  

around SPCA, learning about how the animals there were being treated and interacting             

with the animals there, proving to be a fruitful day after all. After a lot of waiting for the                   

reply of Ee Rong, we then scheduled the second visit to the SPCA for a few weeks later                  

and successfully filmed the interview video and even gained the support of the SPCA,              

proving that determination really brings about success. 

After this project we have definitely acquired and improved on many skills. We learned               

teamwork, as if we do not cooperate and have a lot of arguments, things would not be                 

able to get done quickly and efficiently, making the project harder to complete, and              

lowering the morality of the team. We also learned how to plan our time and work                

properly, as we need to set aside enough time to complete our project. Lastly, we all                

had perseverance, hence, we are able to finish our stress-inducing project, without            

giving up on it. 
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